Sponsor: Morton Consulting
Where: Henrico Public Library – Glen Allen
10501 Staples Mill Rd. Glen Allen, VA 23060
When: 6:00-8:00 pm, Wednesday, March 15, 2017
Agenda:
6:00 - 6:30 Meet, Greet & Eat
6:30 - 6:45 Chapter Meeting & Program
6:45 - 7:45 Featured Discussion
7:45 - 8:00 Q&A and Networking

CENTRAL VIRGINIA IIBA® CHAPTER MEETING
ENTERPRISE COLLABORATIVE ENGINEERING AND YOUR AGILE TRANSFORMATION

The Central Virginia Chapter of the IIBA® is honored to host Jim Winder, a 34 year, seasoned, veteran, Software Developer, DBA, SDLC Process Consultant and Configuration Manager. Jim has worked with companies across all verticals including Verizon Wireless, Medtronic, Stryker, St. Jude Medical, Johnson and Johnson, Xylem and Liebherr Mining. Jim specializes these days in helping companies optimize their Agile Transformation and DevOps plans by applying Enterprise Collaborative Engineering to speed the product lifecycle and increase quality with measurable results.

Many companies are in the middle of an Agile Transformation and the results are not panning out as expected. Change is difficult and executive leadership was promised more significant results by now. Frustration is setting in and organizations are looking for ways to improve throughput and quality while staying committed to Agile. While most consultants are calling for better adherence to Agile Principles and/or DevOps automation as a solution, Jim brings a unique perspective on the collaborative element in Agile Development. In this session, we will explore how to decrease your decision loops by up to 50%; get to “Stakeholder Satisfied” in fewer Sprints and decrease cost and risk in your product development lifecycle. There are significant efficiencies to gain if you look in the right places. Come out to this session and learn something practical you can apply.

A good team shares a vision, works toward organizational objectives and achieves uncommon results. Since its founding in 2006, the Morton Consulting Team has focused on putting exactly the right people in the right place – we provide solutions that make sense. Our core management team is a collection of professional, friendly, and energetic people who honestly want to help clients.

Check our website to confirm changes if severe weather is expected. Notifications will be posted on our site and on Twitter as soon as possible.